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Magnetic properties of Lower Silesian serpentinites and some
serpentinite artefacts from SW Poland and Moravia
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Serpentinites represented very popular stone raw mate-
rials for perforated polished artefacts in the Aeneolithic.
According to investigation of Pfichystal - Sebela (1992),
they prevail among battle-axes of the Corded Ware Culture
in Moravia and the Czech part of Upper Silesia (113 arte-
facts out of 416 pieces, i. e. 27 %). A detailed petrographi-
cal description of the used serpentinites was performed by
Pfichystal (1999). Almost always the battle-axes are con-
spicuously patinated, so that their surface has a greenish
white-grey colour (more rarely there appears a pinkish or
bluish shade). On a fresh fracture, the rock is dark green,
rarely with a watery green transparent layer on the edges.
On the patinated surface, secondary brownish spots can be
observed and dark discontinuous veins, schliers and spots.
The structure is prevailingly massive, the arrangement of
dark schliers and spots sometimes indicates a preferable
orientation. In several cases the occurrence of chrysotile
veins was found whose thickness did not exceed 1-2 mm.
In thin sections, usually aphanitic rocks have a lepidoblas-
tic texture with predominance of colourless to yellowish or
greenish tegular antigorite. Further significant mineral of
this mineralogical group, chrysotile occurs on thin veins
usually together with carbonate that sometimes completely
represents it. In addition to them it is possible to observe
relics of dark minerals, probably pyroxenes, on which the
original cleavage faces are followed by opaque magnetite.
These relics are often filled with carbonate. Also large xe-
nomorphic crystals were found or aggregates of magnetite
in whose central parts crimson-brown isotropic granules
with a rough surface appear, chrome spinels. The rocks
were petrographically marked as antigorite serpentinites
with carbonate.

A comparison with serpentinite occurrences in geo-
logical units at the eastern margin of the Bohemian Mas-
sif (the Brno Pluton, Moldanubicum, Moravicum,
Silesicum) has shown there are no such serpentinites
there. On the other hand, an accumulation of serpentinite
battle-axes of the Sl?za type linked with the Corded Ware
Culture has been described from SW Poland, between the
town of Wroclaw and Czech/Poland state frontier. The
raw material of perforated battle-axes of the Sleza type in
Lower Silesia is believed to have its source in the
Gogolow - Jordan6w Massif near the Sle2a Mts. (Ma-

jerowicz in Wojciechowski 1983, Majerowicz et al.
2000). This assumption is also supported by archaeologi-
cal investigation of Wojciechowski (1988) who described
an Aeneolithic mining of serpentinites at Jariska Gora
(eastern part of the Gogoldw - Jordanow Massif). On the
basis of all macroscopic and microscopic properties, the
raw material of serpentinite battle-axes in Moravia and
the Czech part of Silesia comes predominantly from the
Gogoldw - Jordanow Massif as well. Hence, frequent
finds of the serpentinite Corded Ware battle-axes in cen-
tral Moravia were transported very probably along the
Odra river and than through the valley of Moravian Gate
at a distance of about 200 km.

Besides the Gogolow - Jordanow Massif there are
further two massifs of serpentinites (the Braszowice -
Brzeznica Massif, the Szklary Massif) and a few small
lentil-shaped serpentinite bodies at the NE part of the
Bohemian Massif in Poland. Some of them are believed
to be possible sources for Neolithic - Aeneolithic arte-
facts as well (Majerowicz et al. 2000). Using portable
kappameter KT-5 we studied magnetic susceptibility of
serpentinite artefacts in Poland and we compared them
with magnetic susceptibility of serpentinites at some im-
portant outcrops. The following table shows results of
measurement at outcrops.

Magnetic susceptibility measurement of serpentinite
polished artefacts connected with the Lengyel cultural
complex (LgCC, samples deposited at the Department of
Archaeology, University of Wroclaw) or with the Corded
Ware Culture (CWC, Museum in Sobdtka) have shown
two basic groups of values:

a) 44,7 - 53,7 x 10'3 SI (Ksiegienica, the Lubin Dis-
trict, LgCC), 53,8 - 59,4 x 10"3 SI (Lukowice Brzeskie,
the Brzeg District, LgCC), 56,6 - 58,8 x 103 SI (Okulice,
CWC), 49 - 60,1 x 10"3 SI (Ksiegienia Wielkie, CWC) -
these data can be well compared with the serpentinite
from Jordanow quarry (eastern part of the Gogoldw - Jor-
danow Massif).

b) 33 - 36 x 10'3 SI (Gniechowice, the Wroclaw Dis-
trict, LgCC), 32,4 - 39,6 x 10"3 SI (Psary, the Trebnica
District, LgCC), 31,5 - 41,2 x 10"3 SI (Polska Cerekiew,
the Kozle District, LgCC) - they correspond partly to the
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Tab. 1 Magnetic susceptibility of Lower Silesian serpentinites.

The Gogolow - Jordanow Massif: Jordanow, Trzebnik. Gilow -
mylonitized serpentinite in the Niemcza Zone. The Szklary
Massif : A - Kozmicky hill, B - Tomicky hill, C - Siodlowa
hill. The Braszowice - Brzeznica Massif: A - north of Gro-
chowicc hill, B - between Grochowice and Mnich hill, C -
Mikolajevo. Bystrzyca Gorna - serpentinite body in the Sowie
Gory Block.

Braszowice Massif but we can not exclude another local-
ity in the Gogoldw - Jordanow Massif (hand specimens
from Jahska G6ra have magnetic susceptibility around
30 x 10'3 SI).

Our results show the determination of magnetic sus-
ceptibility as a non-destructive method can help signifi-
cantly together with study of thin sections for solution of
serpentinite polished artefact provenance.
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